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Introduction
This guide takes the emotions out of evaluating natural language processing (NLP) with steps for a 
disciplined evaluation of any NLP technology. It’s not as fast as “eyeballing” output, but the results 
enable you to compare different NLP offerings and justify your final choice. Failing to do a proper 
evaluation can have serious repercussions on your downstream systems and can bring embarrassment 
upon your business. Plus, there is nothing like hard evidence when the CFO asks about your NLP 
expenditures.

Throughout this guide we’ve provided “extra credit” steps for a more rigorous evaluation. Investing more 
time and effort will produce results you can take to the bank.

For ease of explanation, we’ll take you through the six steps to a disciplined evaluation by using the 
specific example of named entity recognition (NER), which extracts things like people, locations, and 
organizations: 

1. DEFINE YOUR REQUIREMENTS

2. ASSEMBLE A VALID TEST DATASET

3. ANNOTATE THE GOLD STANDARD TEST DATASET

4. GET OUTPUT FROM VENDORS

5. EVALUATE THE RESULTS

6. MAKE YOUR DECISION
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NLP evaluation in six steps
What preparation do you need?

1. DEFINE YOUR REQUIREMENTS

Are you using entity extraction to create metadata around names of people, locations, and organizations 
for a content management system? Are you hunting through millions of news articles daily in search of 
negative news about a given list of people and companies for due diligence? Or are you sifting through 
social media posts to find names of products and companies, and then looking at sentiment towards 
those entities to measure the effectiveness of an ad campaign? 

Ask yourself these questions:

1. What types of data will you analyze? Do you have sufficient data samples that are both 
“representative” and “balanced” (see definitions below)?

2. What are your requirements for accuracy and speed?
3. Do you know how to evaluate what constitutes successful NER in your downstream processing? 

Using “perfect” hand-annotated data, have you produced the end results you were expecting?

In short, make sure you understand your technical and business requirements and how one affects 
the other, to guide you in evaluating and choosing an NLP technology.

2. ASSEMBLE A VALID TEST DATASET 

This step is about compiling documents that will be fed into each candidate system. Just as an effective 
math test has to include content that really tests the knowledge of the pupils, test data (we will call a test 
dataset) should do the same by being representative and balanced.

 • Representative means the documents should cover the type of the text you want the NER system 
to process, that is:

 – domain vocabulary — financial, scientific, legal
 – format — electronic medical records, email, and patent applications
 – genre — novel, sports news, and tweets

Using a sample of the actual data that the system will process is the best. However, if your target 
input is medical records and confidentiality rules prevent using real records, dummied up medical 
records containing a similar frequency and mixture of terms and entity mentions will suffice.

 • Balanced means the documents in the test dataset should collectively contain at least 100 
instances of each entity type you wish the system to be able to extract. Let’s suppose corporate 
entities (e.g., “Pepsico”, “King Arthur Flour Co.”) are the most important entity type for you to 
extract. You cannot judge the usefulness of the system if there are not enough corporate entities 
in the test dataset. 
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Extra credit: Your evaluation will be more accurate and reliable with more than 100 entity mentions of the 
entities that matter the most to you, although this goal may not be possible for entity types that are sparse. The 
ideal number is 1,000 or more mentions each of people, locations, and organizations, if you can manage it.

This test dataset is the foundation for the validity of all your testing. If you can’t get actual input data, it is 
worth the time and effort to create a corpus that resembles the real data as closely as possible.

How do you implement this?
3. ANNOTATE THE GOLD STANDARD TEST DATASET

Annotating data begins with drawing up guidelines. These are the rules by which you will judge correct 
and incorrect answers. It seems obvious what a person, location, or organization is, but there are always 
ambiguous cases, and your answer will depend on your use case. Here are a few examples of ambiguous 
cases to consider:

1. Should fictitious characters  (“Harry Potter”) be tagged as “person”?
2. When a location appears within an organization’s name, do you tag the location and the 

organization extracted or just the organization (“San Francisco Association of Realtors”)?
3. Do you tag the name of a person if it  is used as a modifier (“Martin Luther King Jr. Day”)?
4. How do you handle compound names? 

 – Do you tag “Twitter” in “You could try reaching out to the Twitterverse”?
 – Do you tag “Google” in “I googled it, but I couldn’t find any relevant 
results”?

5. When do you include “the” in an entity?
6. How do you differentiate between an entity that’s a company name (ORG) and a product (PRO) by 

the same name? 
{[ORG]The New York Times} was criticized for an article about the {[LOC]
Netherlands} in the June 4 edition of {[PRO]The New York Times}.
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How to do the annotation

The web-based annotation tool BRAT is a popular open-source option. More sophisticated annotation 
tools that use active learning1 can speed up the tagging and minimize the number of documents that 
need to be tagged to achieve a representative corpus. As you tag,  check to see if you have enough entity 
mentions for each type, and then tag more if you don’t.

Once the guidelines are established, annotation can begin. It is important to review the initial tagging to 
verify that the guidelines are working as expected. The bare minimum is to have a native speaker read 
through your guidelines and annotate the test dataset. This hand-annotated corpus is called your “gold 
standard.”

Extra credit: inter-annotator agreement — ask two annotators to tag your corpus and then check the tags to 
make sure they agree. In cases where they don’t agree, have the annotators check for an error on their side. If 
there’s no error, have a discussion. In some cases, a disagreement might reveal a hole in your guidelines.

4. GET OUTPUT FROM VENDORS

Present vendors with an unannotated copy of your test dataset and ask them to run it through their 
system. Any serious NLP vendor should be happy to do this for you. You might also ask to see the 
vendor’s annotation guidelines, and compare them with your annotation guidelines. If there are 
significant differences, ask if their system can be adapted to your guidelines and needs. 

5. EVALUATE THE RESULTS

Let’s introduce the metrics used for scoring NER, and then the steps for performing the evaluation.

Metrics for evaluating NER: F-score, precision, and recall

Most NLP and search engines are evaluated based on their precision and recall. Precision answers 
“of the answers you found, what percentage were correct?” Recall answers “of all the possible correct 
answers, what percentage did you find?” F-score refers to the harmonic mean of precision and recall, 
which isn’t quite an average of the two scores, as it penalizes the case where precision or recall scores 
are far apart. This approach makes sense intuitively because if the system finds 10 answers that  are 
correct (high precision), but misses 1,000 correct answers (low recall), you wouldn’t want the F-score to 
be misleadingly high.

In some cases using the F-score as your yardstick doesn’t make sense, such as with voice applications 
(e.g., Amazon’s Alexa), where the desire is high precision with low recall because the system can only 
present the user with a handful of options in a reasonable time frame. In other cases, high recall and 
low precision is the goal. Take the case of redacting text to remove personally identifiable information.  

1 For example, Basis Technology has an active learning annotator tool that speeds the annotation process by helping to select 
a diverse set of documents to tag and works in tandem with a model building process that enables frequently checking to see 
when “enough” documents have been tagged to reach the desired accuracy level. 

https://brat.nlplab.org/
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Redacting too much (low precision) is much better than missing even one thing that should have been 
redacted, which is fulfilled by having high recall (overtagging what should be redacted).

See Appendix A for the details behind calculating precision, recall, and F-score. Note that vendors should 
be willing to calculate these scores on their output, but knowing what goes into these scores is good 
practice.

Determining “right” and “wrong”

Determining what is correct is easy. The tricky part is, it is possible to be wrong in so many ways. We 
recommend the guidelines followed by Message Understanding Conference 7 (MUC-72). Entities are 
scored on a token-by-token basis (i.e., word-by-word for English). For ideographic languages such as 
Chinese and Japanese, a character-by-character scoring may be more appropriate, as there are no 
spaces between words and frequently a single character can represent a word or token.

Scoring looks at two things: whether entities extracted were labeled correctly as PER, LOC, etc.; and 
whether the boundaries of the entity were correct. Thus an extracted PER, “John,” would only be partially 
correct if the system missed “Wayne,” as in “John Wayne,” the full entity. 

See detailed examples of how the outputs are “graded” and scores are calculated in Appendix B.  

6. MAKE YOUR DECISION: IT’S MORE THAN A SCORE

College admission officers look at much more than just grades and standardized test scores, and 
evaluating NLP is similar.  Ultimately you want NLP that will do what you need — based on your defined 
requirements in step 1 — which may include language coverage and the list of extracted entity types.

The truth is, you are very lucky if an out-of-the-box NER model perfectly solve your problem. Good NER 
platforms are adaptable and have a mature suite of features to solve common problems (such as text 
in all capital letters, short strings, or script conversion), but in the end some aspects of your data will 
always be unique to you business. So it is vital that you get the out-of-the-box score, but also that you 
learn about the maturity of the technology and capacity for customization.

Adaptation

Former U.S. House speaker from Massachusetts Tip O’Neill was known for saying “All politics is local.” 
Lesser known is “All NLP is local,” in that any NLP technology will perform best on data that most closely 
resembles the data it was trained on. If the NLP in question was trained on news articles, it may perform 
acceptably on product reviews, but not so much on tweets, electronic medical records, or patent 
applications.

2 The Message Understanding Conferences (MUC) were initiated and financed by DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects 
Agency) to encourage the development of new and better methods of information extraction between research teams competing 
against one another, which resulted in MUC developing standards for evaluation (e.g., the adoption of metrics like precision and 
recall). MUC-7 was the seventh conference held in 1997.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Message_Understanding_Conference 
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For many consumers of NLP, the final choice comes down to how easy it is to adapt a model to their 
needs and how many different paths there are to achieving the accuracy they need. Does the system 
have tools for the user to relatively easily: fix errors; retrain the statistical model; adapt a model to a 
different domain or genre; add new entity types; blacklist or whitelist certain entities?

Some methods are easier:

 • Adding entity types by adding regular expressions for pattern matched entities
 • Adding entity types by creating an entity list for the new type
 • Retraining a model with unannotated data (aka, unsupervised training)
 • Creating a pattern for matching whitelisted or blacklisted entities
 • Creating an entity list for whitelisted or blacklisted entities

Some methods are harder:

 • Correcting a pattern of errors by writing a custom processor
 • Increasing accuracy in a domain by retraining a model with annotated data
 • Adding entity types by retraining a model with annotated data

Does the NER system provide a wide range of options for customization or just one or two? Do those 
options require a moderate or significant investment of time and labor? Or, is the adaptation that you 
need even possible?

Maturity

Maturity comes down to whether the vendor really knows a particular NLP problem space. Do they use 
a range of techniques for extracting each entity type? Some may rely heavily on an external knowledge 
base to extract and link terms. What about entities that don’t appear in the knowledgebase? Can it 
overcome entities that are misspelled?

IT’S NOT JUST F-SCORE: THE CUSTOMIZATION, ADAPTATION FACTOR

Let’s conclude with just a couple of ideas. F-score is a convenient metric for comparing NLP systems, 
but don’t just look at F-score, precision, and recall. Remember to hold your emotions in check when 
you come across an error that’s obvious—for a human—often called a “howler.” The system could still 
be performing very well despite not tagging “Jerusalem” as a location.  Finding a howler is the perfect 
moment to ask, “Can this system be relatively easily adapted to fix howlers or perform better on my 
data?” 

Suppose the system you are evaluating is from a vendor with a good track record as a serious NLP 
technology provider,  which has a variety of options and tools for you to make it work better on your 
data. Even if the system scores lower than another system, if that first system is a mature solution and 
has tools that make it easy for you to customize to your data, ultimately the nimbler system might be 
the real winner.
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Appendix A: An example of calculating precision, recall, and F-score
Suppose your goal is to find all the oranges from a bag containing 4 oranges and 7 apples. You pull 5 
fruit from the bag at random. Of the 5 fruit extracted, 3 are oranges and 2 are apples. It is important to 
recognize that there are four types of results:

 • True positives (TP) are correct results where the desired item was removed from the bag (3 
oranges)

 • True negatives (TN) are correct results where the undesired items were left in the bag (5 apples)
 • False positives (FP) are incorrect results where the undesired item was removed from the bag (2 

apples)
 • False negatives (FN) are incorrect results where the desired item was left in the bag (1 orange).

Calculate precision as follows:

True positive (TP)  are correct results that were found = the 3 oranges pulled out of the bag. 
False positives (FP) are incorrect results = the 2 apples pulled out of the bag.

Now substitute 3 for TP and 2 for FP in the equation and calculate.

Precision is .6 or 60%
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Calculate recall as follows:

True positives (TP) are correct results that were found = 3 oranges pulled out of the bag. 
False negatives (FN) are correct results that were not found (or the total number of oranges in the bag 
(4) minus the 3 oranges pulled out of the bag, leaving one in the bag) = 1 orange left in the bag.

Now substitute 4 for TP and 1 for FN in the equation and calculate.

Recall is 0.75 or 75%.

Calculate F-score as follows:

Now substitute 0.6 for P (precision) and 0.75 for R (recall) and calculate.

F-score is 0.667 or 66.7%.
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Appendix B: The details of scoring NLP results
In the  cases below, “gold” is your hand-annotated test dataset answers, by which you compare the “test”  
results returned by the system you are testing.

CORRECT

A token is marked “correct” when the entity bounds and tags match exactly.

INCORRECT

The entity bounds match or overlap, but the tag does not match.

KEY

LOC Location entity

PER Person entity

ORG Organization entity

O A non-entity; it stands for outside (i.e. outside an entity boundary)

O-NONE The correct tag for a word/token that is not part of an entity

B The first word of an entity (e.g. B-PER labels the first word of a 
person entity, such as “Martin” of “Martin Luther King Jr.”

I Any token of an entity, except for the first token (e.g. I-PER labels 
the second or later word of a person entity, such as “Luther” or 
“King” of “Martin Luther King Jr.”

TOKEN GOLD TEST JUDGMENT EXPLANATION

in O-NONE O-NONE Correct Not an entity so it is labeled “O-NONE” because it is 
outside (O) of an entity

Palo B-LOC B-LOC Correct First word of the location (LOC) entity “Palo Alto” and 
thus labeled B-LOC (beginning of LOC entity)

Alto I-LOC I-LOC Correct The second word of the location (LOC) entity “Palo Alto” 
and thus labeled I-LOC (inside a LOC entity)

. O-NONE O-NONE Correct Not an entity so it is labeled “O-NONE” because it is 
outside (O) of an entity

TOKEN GOLD TEST JUDGMENT

I O-NONE O-NONE Correct

live O-NONE O-NONE Correct

in O-NONE O-NONE Correct

Palo B-LOC B-ORG Incorrect

Alto I-LOC I-ORG Incorrect

. O-NONE O-NONE Correct
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PARTIAL

The tag matches, but the entity bounds overlap and are not equal. “Karl Smith” is correctly extracted as a 
person, but the boundaries of the entity incorrectly extend to the non-entity word “Unless,” making this 
a partial error.

MISSING

An entity is completely missed by the test system, and there is  no overlapping (partial or complete) 
entity.

This error is marked incorrect. If there had been overlap as in the case below, then the error would be 
marked as a partial error.

SPURIOUS

The test system predicts an entity where none exists in the gold, and there are no overlapping (partial or 
complete) entities. This error is marked incorrect.

TOKEN GOLD TEST JUDGMENT

Unless O-NONE B-PER Spurious

Karl B-PER I-PER Incorrect

Smith I-PER I-PER Correct

resigns O-NONE O-NONE Correct

TOKEN GOLD TEST JUDGMENT

in O-NONE O-NONE Correct

Palo B-LOC O-NONE Missing

Alto I-LOC O-NONE Missing

. O-NONE O-NONE Correct

TOKEN GOLD TEST JUDGMENT

in O-NONE O-NONE Correct

Palo B-LOC B-LOC Correct

Alto I-LOC O-NONE Missing

. O-NONE O-NONE Correct

TOKEN GOLD TEST JUDGMENT

an O-NONE O-NONE Correct

Awful O-NONE B-ORG Spurious

Headache O-NONE I-ORG Spurious

. O-NONE O-NONE Correct
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SCORING

Just two more definitions and we can calculate  precision, recall, and F-score.

1. Possible: The number of entities hand-annotated in the gold evaluation corpus, equal to: Correct 
+ Incorrect + Partial + Missing

2. Actual: The number of entities tagged by the test NER system, equal to: Correct + Incorrect 
+ Partial + Spurious

Note: Non-entity tokens in the gold standard that are tagged correctly (as non-entities) by the NER system are 
excluded from the scoring, as they so outweigh the number of entity tokens that the score would be skewed 
high.

Now use these formulas to calculate the scores:

A scoring example

COUNTS FOR ALL ENTITY TYPES
Correct = 4
Partial = 2
Possible = Correct + Incorrect + Partial + Missing
Possible = 4 + 2 + 2 + 3 = 11

Actual = Correct + Incorrect + Partial + Spurious
Actual = 4 + 2 + 2 + 2 = 10

COUNTS FOR “PER” ENTITIES:
Correct = 2
Partial = 1
Possible = Correct + Incorrect + Partial + Missing
Possible = 2 + 1 + 1 + 0 = 4
Actual = Correct + Incorrect + Partial + Spurious
Actual = 2 + 2 + 1 + 1 = 5

TOKEN GOLD TEST JUDGMENT

1 B-PER B-PER Correct

2 I-PER I-PER Correct

3 I-PER O Partial (missing)

4 B-PER B-LOC Incorrect

5 B-ORG I-LOC Incorrect

6 O I-LOC Partial (spurious)

7 B-ORG O Missing

8 I-ORG O Missing

9 I-ORG O Missing

10 B-LOC B-LOC Correct

11 I-LOC I-LOC Correct

12 O B-ORG Spurious

13 O B-PER Spurious

Gray shading shows the boundaries of the 
different entities and non-entities.
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Now let’s do the scoring.

For all entity types

Here is the formula for calculating recall:

Substitute in the values from above for the variables and calculate:

 • Correct = 4
 • Partial = 2
 • Possible = 11

Recall is 45.5%

Here is the formula for calculating precision: 

Substitute in the values from above for the variables and calculate:

 • Correct = 4
 • Partial = 2
 • Actual = 10

Precision is 50%

Now let’s calculate F-score:

Substitute in the values from above for the variables and calculate:

 • Recall = .455
 • Precision = .500

F-score is 47.6%

For PER entities

 • Correct = 2
 • Partial = 1
 • Possible = 4
 • Actual = 5

Recall is 62.5%

Precision is 50%
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Now let’s calculate F-score:

 • Precision = .500
 • Recall = .625

F-score is 55.6%

Summing up

In our example the F-score of the overall system for all entities was  47.6%, but the score for just the PER 
entities was a significantly better 55.6%. If in your system, the majority of entities were of type PER, then 
you would be in luck. But if they were mostly ORG or LOC, then you might not be as enthusiastic.

GET OUT YOUR ENGINEER

Scoring  is much better left to a computer program than an error-prone human.  We recommend writing 
your own program or looking into scoring programs in an open-source machine-learning tool, such as 
the scoring utilities inside Scikit Learn for Python.

EXTRA CREDIT FOR SCORING

If the basic scoring has not scared you off, you can go a bit further in two different ways.

Mitigating a test corpus with an uneven number of entity types: micro vs. macro scores

You are unlikely to find an NER system that scores equally well on all the different entity types. And the 
number of  entity types in your gold corpus is not likely to be equal. Certain types (such as “person”) 
appear much more frequently than others, and if the system is particularly good or bad at that type, it 
can skew the score up or down.

The concept of micro and macro scores can correct that imbalance.

The micro F-score uses  the entire dataset to calculate the score. Thus, if you have an unbalanced 
test dataset (i.e., an uneven number of each entity type in the test dataset), the micro score will be 
influenced either up or down, depending on the score of the most frequently occurring entity type.

On the other hand, the macro F-score is not influenced by the label distribution because it averages the 
per entity type precision and recall. Therefore, the overall F-score is not being unduly influenced by the 
score of the most populous entity type.
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Giving more weight to precision or recall

Because of your particular use case, precision or recall may be more important, and you want that 
reflected in your F-scores. In that case, you can adjust the β in the calculation of F-score. By default 
the F-score of most systems will set β =1, which balances precision and recall evenly (hence you will 
sometimes see the notation “F(1) score”). As β approaches 0, precision is given greater weight. As β 
approaches ∞, recall is weighted more.

If you care about recall twice as much as precision, you would set β = 2/1 =2.0. Similarly, if you care 
about recall only half as much as precision, then set β to ½ = 0.5.

The full F-score equation is: 


